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Voyager and VoyagerCG hand-held, single-line laser scanners feature patented automatic infrared activation and decode all standard
1D bar codes, including GS1 DataBar™. VoyagerCG also includes CodeGate® technology for menu scanning applications. CodeGate
zeroes in on the desired code and completes data transmission with the push of a single button.
- Automatic trigger: Use scanner as either a hand-held device or a fixed presentation scanner when mounted in
the stand
- CodeGate® data transmission: Ideal for menu-scanning applications and when combined with the Auto-Trigger, VoyagerCG® is the
most intuitive bar code scanning system in the industry
- 650-nanometer laser: Equipped with a high-visibility laser allowing the user to place the line on bar code
- FlashROM: Update firmware from any PC via MetroSet®2 software provided free from Metrologic
- Parsing (data editing): Bar code data can be formatted to meet the requirements of host system

Zusammenfassung

Voyager and VoyagerCG hand-held, single-line laser scanners feature patented automatic infrared activation and decode all standard
1D bar codes, including GS1 DataBar™. VoyagerCG also includes CodeGate® technology for menu scanning applications. CodeGate
zeroes in on the desired code and completes data transmission with the push of a single button.
- Automatic trigger: Use scanner as either a hand-held device or a fixed presentation scanner when mounted in
the stand
- CodeGate® data transmission: Ideal for menu-scanning applications and when combined with the Auto-Trigger, VoyagerCG® is the
most intuitive bar code scanning system in the industry
- 650-nanometer laser: Equipped with a high-visibility laser allowing the user to place the line on bar code
- FlashROM: Update firmware from any PC via MetroSet®2 software provided free from Metrologic
- Parsing (data editing): Bar code data can be formatted to meet the requirements of host system

Honeywell MS9540 VoyagerCG, 1D, Laser, 0 - 4842 lx, 650 nm, USB, Black

Honeywell MS9540 VoyagerCG. Scanner type: 1D, Sensor type: Laser, Light levels (direct sunlight): 0 - 4842 lx. Standard interfaces:
USB. Product colour: Black, Certification: FCC Part 15, ICES-003, EN55022 Class B. Input voltage: 5 V. Weight: 149 g, Width: 78 mm,
Depth: 198 mm

 

Merkmale

  Operational conditions



Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS)
code

84716070

 

Ports & interfaces

Standard interfaces USB

 

Power

Input voltage 5 V

 

Performance

Product colour Black
Certification FCC Part 15, ICES-003,

EN55022 Class B

 

Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 40 °C
Storage temperature (T-T) -40 - 60 °C
Operating relative humidity (H-H) 5 - 95%

 

Scanning

Scanner type 1D
Sensor type Laser
Light levels (direct sunlight) 0 - 4842 lx
Wavelength 650 nm

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 78 mm
Depth 198 mm
Height 56 mm
Weight 149 g

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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